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The revolutionary jet card
featuring distance-based pricing
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Stop buying time
and start saving

The DISTANCE CARD™ offered by Airstream Jets is the only private jet card 
program to offer pricing based on mileage as opposed to time. This innovative 
approach translates into a more versatile jet card that is superior to the 
competition in every way.     

DISTANCE CARD combines the convenience of a jet card with the value and 
flexibility found only in on-demand charter.

Experience the latest innovation in private jet travel.
Call Airstream Jets today for more information: +1 888-835-JETS 

Instead of trying to fix the antiquated ‘block-hour’ pricing model we’ve 
challenged the status quo and created a completely new model.

The DISTANCE CARD is a game changer because it offers true cost clarity, 
unparalleled flexibility, and convenience – all at a superior value.  
It’s unlike anything else in this market.
 

Peter Maestrales
Airstream Jets Founder & CEO
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How it Works

The DISTANCE CARD is sold in increments of $25K or $100K and functions
as a debit account.
Cardmembers select the most appropriate jet size on a trip-by-trip basis with
no interchange fees.
  
Each trip is priced according to aircraft size and mileage using a simple formula:

Once the itinerary is confirmed, the trip’s total cost is deducted from the 
cardmembers account balance.

2024 DISTANCE CARD Rates

There are no hidden costs and no surprises!

Total Miles x Price Per Mile = Total  Cost
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DISTANCE CARD Web App

Revolutionary web based DISTANCE CARD app

Our Distance Card App is a web based application that runs on a web browser. 

The Distance Card App is for members only and allows you to view your rate 
card, price a trip, book a trip, and check your account. 
You no longer need to look up mileages between city pairs or email us to check 
pricing for an upcoming trip. 

Airstream Jets intends to continuously release new features to the DISTANCE 
CARD app to provide you a best in-class jet card experience.

Effortlessly and instantly generate the flight cost for any trip,
on any date, in the jet category of your choice. 

APP LOGIN

https://app.distancecard.com
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DISTANCE CARD Benefits

PRICE CLARITY 
Mileage between city pairs remains constant, and so does our distance-based 
pricing. Offering you true cost transparency and simplicity.

JET SIZE FLEXIBILITY 
Enjoy the freedom to select the most appropriate jet size on a trip-by-trip basis 
with no interchange fees. Giving you a level of flexibility unprecedented with 
other jet card programs.   

MOBILE APP FOR iOS & ANDROID
Our custom mobile application is available on Andriod and iOS devices with new 
functionality releasing frequently.

FREE WI-FI 
With a Gold level membership, we guarantee an aircraft with Wi-Fi functionality 
in Mid, Super-Mid, and Heavy Jet categories.

TIERED PRICING 
The further you fly, the more you save.

INTERNATIONAL DESTINATIONS
Guaranteed mileage rates to over 250 international destinations.

GUARANTEED AVAILABILITY
We guarantee an aircraft for your trip with as little as 48 hours notice.

UPGRADES
Jet category upgrades are always free.

DISCOUNT INCENTIVES
5% off for early booking
5% off same-day round trips
5% off DISTANCE CARD™ hubs airports
5% off for a flexible travel date

NO HIDDEN COSTS
No overnight fees
No fuel surcharges
No  black-out dates
No positioning/repositioning fees
No price adjustments
No membership or management fees
No expiration date



Small Jets Light Jets Mid-Size Jets Super-Mid Jets Heavy Jets

Cessna Mustang

Citation Bravo

Citation CJ1/+

Citation CJ2/+

Citation M2

HondaJet

Phenom 100

Citation CJ3

Citation CJ4

Citation Encore

Citation Ultra

Hawker 400/XP

Lear 40/XR

Lear 45/XR

Lear 75

Phenom 300

Premier 1/A

Citation XLS/Excel

Gulfstream G150

Hawker 750

Hawker 800/XP

Hawker 850XP

Hawker 900XP

Lear 60/XR

Pilatus PC-24

Challenger 300/350

Citation Latitude

Citation Sovereign/+

Citation X/+

Falcon 50/EX

Gulfstream G200

Gulfstream G280

Hawker 4000

Legacy 450

Challenger 604/605

Falcon 2000/EX

Falcon 7X

Falcon 900/EX

Gulfstream G450/IV

Legacy 500 

Legacy 600/650

4 passengers 6 passengers 7 passengers 8 passengers 10 passengers
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Jet Models

The DISTANCE CARD is a category-specific jet card program. 
Cardmembers enjoy the freedom to choose from five jet size categories on
a trip-by-trip basis. Cardmembers are guaranteed a jet from the list of models 
below, or an upgrade to a higher category.  

We strive to exceed expectations in everything we do. The jets provided are all 
hand-picked by Airstream Jets professionals to give you the highest quality, later 
model aircraft.

Gold level memberships are guaranteed Wi-Fi equipped aircraft in the Mid, 
Super-Mid and Heavy Jet categories. 

Aircraft seating configurations will vary. Max passenger counts are set to ensure 
a comfortable flight experience. Contact us if you are looking for an aircraft that 
accomodates more than 10 people.

All DISTANCE CARD flights booked on Heavy Jets include a cabin attendant.
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DISTANCE CARD Packages

Discount Incentives

EARLY BOOKING
Cardholders are rewarded with a 5% discount for confirming trips two (2) weeks 
or more in advance.
 
SAME-DAY ROUND TRIPS
Cardholders enjoy a 5% discount for same-day round trips, and same-day 
multi-leg round trips.

FLEX OPTION
Cardholders with flexible travel dates (+/- one (1) day) can choose a flex option
to receive a 5% discount on any one-way trip.
Seven (7) day lead time is required. Final travel date will be determined no later 
than 48 hours prior to scheduled departure.

DISTANCE CARD HUBS
Cardholders receive a 5% discount for trips that originate and terminate
at designated DISTANCE CARD hub airports.

Gold DISTANCE CARD

Pre-Paid Charter Value: $100,000 USD
Total Purchase Price with Tax: $107,500 USD

Silver DISTANCE CARD

Pre-Paid Charter Value: $25,000 USD
Total Purchase Price with Tax: $26,875 USD

Additional Benefit:
Guaranteed Wi-Fi equipped aircraft in Mid
and up aircraft categories.
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continued on next page →

DISTANCE CARD Hub Airports

Cardmembers receive a 5% discount for any trips that originates and terminates 
at any of the following DISTANCE CARD hub airports:

Arizona

California

Colorado

Florida

SDL

PSP

VNY

APA

APF

BCT

FLL

FXE

OPF

ORL

PBI

Airport Code & Name 

Scottsdale Airport, Scottsdale, AZ

Palm Springs International, Palm Springs, CA

Van Nuys Airport, Van Nuys, CA

Centennial Airport, Denver, CO

Naples Municipal Airport, Naples, FL

Boca Raton Airport, Boca Raton, FL

Fort Lauderdale International, Fort Lauderdale, FL

Fort Lauderdale Executive Airport, Fort Lauderdale, FL

Opa-Locka Executive Airport, Miami, FL

Orlando Executive Airport, Orlando, FL

Palm Beach International, West Palm Beach, FL
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DISTANCE CARD Hub Airports

Cardmembers receive a 5% discount for any trips that originates and terminates 
at any of the following DISTANCE CARD hub airports:

Georgia

Illinois

New Jersey

New York

Texas

PDK

DPA

PWK

TEB

FRG

HPN

ADS

AUS

DAL

HOU

SAT

Airport Code & Name 

Dekalb-Peachtree Airport, Atlanta, GA

Dupage Airport, Chicago, IL

Chicago Executive Airport, Chicago, IL

Teterboro Airport, Teterboro, NJ

Republic Long Island Airport, Farmingdale, NY

Westchester County Airport, White Plains, NY

Addison Airport, Dallas, TX

Austin Bergstrom International, Austin, TX

Dallas Love Field, Dallas, TX

William P Hobby Airport, Houston, TX

San Antonio International, San Antonio, TX
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Safety

TRUSTED TRAVEL

Aviation is full of new and ever changing variables that require constant risk 
assessment.
At Airstream Jets, we recognize that no two trips are ever the same. With that
in mind, we do not solely rely on data provided by a safety management system. 

At Airstream Jets, we utilize a dual-layer approach to safety auditing because 
your safety is a non-negotiable tenet of our business. We combine top-level, 
industry-accepted practices with real-world intelligence and logic that can only 
be achieved through decades of aviation experience.

We enlist third party auditors to ensure all operations are:
1. Conducted with the necessary certifications, ratings, and qualifications 
2. Meet or exceed the standards and regulatory requirements set forth by the 
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) and the U.S. Department of 
Transportation (DOT), or by the Aviation Authority within the region they are 
located if outside the USA.

Our in-house safety auditing is handled by experienced personnel, all of whom 
have a background in aircraft operations. The operational experience of our 
charter team allows us to identify and eliminate potential risks on a trip by trip 
basis. We focus heavily on crew experience and operational history  to give you 
peace of mind anytime you and your loved ones travel.

 
ZERO INCIDENTS

Since Airstream Jets’ inception over 12 years ago, we are proud to have sourced 
and completed thousands of flights worldwide without a single incident of any 
kind. This zero incident history supports the effectiveness of our dual-layer 
approach and the trusted travel relationships we have developed within the 
Business Aviation community.
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About Airstream Jets Inc.

Airstream Jets Inc. (ASJ) is a private jet charter company founded in 2008.

ASJ is distinguished by the DISTANCE CARD, an innovative private jet travel 
product designed to combine the convenience of jet cards and fractional 
ownership, with the value and flexibility found only in on-demand charter.

NEW YORK / NEW JERSEY OFFICE

101 Charles Lindbergh Drive
Suite 202
Teterboro, NJ 07608
USA
T. +1.888.835.JETS (5387)
T. +1.561.826.7056
T. +1.203.725.7144 (24 hr)
EMAIL: info@airstreamjets.com

FLORIDA OFFICE

301 Yamato Road
Suite 1240
Boca Raton, FL 33431
USA
T. +1.888.835.JETS (5387)
T. +1.561.826.7056
T. +1.561.400.5505 (24 hr)
EMAIL: info@airstreamjets.com

 COME VISIT US AT:


